Quilt Intake Form
____________________________________
(Quilt/Pattern Name)

______ x ______
(Measurements)

Customer Name: _____________________________________
Customer Phone: ____________________________________
Email: _________________________________________________
Quilting Desired:

Budget: __________

_____ Edge to Edge (All over); (charged by the hour
but approx. 2¢/sq in to 3 ½¢/sq in) (denser, more
detailed designs take more time and therefore cost a
bit more )

Pantograph Name: _________________________________
______

Limited Custom ( charged by the hour but
approx. 3½¢/sq in to 5¢/sq in): This type of quilting can
be described as repeating the same design motif over or in each
block, simple designs in the sashing and borders. The designs are
larger in scale but uniform in density. Very limited stitching in the
ditch.

_______

Mid Custom

(charged by the hour but
approx. 5¢/sq in to 9¢/sq in): Mid Custom quilting designs
can include moderate stitch in the ditch, special block patterns,
stencils, connecting designs, detailed border treatments, multiple
feathers designs and some ruler work. All the designs will work
together to create a uniform density of quilting.

______ Heirloom Custom (charged by the hour but
approx. 10+ ¢/sq in):
This style of quilting can utilize all of the same elements of mid
level custom quilting but with greater density. This includes
extensive stitch in the ditch, heavy connecting designs, cross
hatching, exciting background fills and Micro quilting, Heirloom
Custom Quilting can have a wide price range depending on the
complexity in the quilting design, the density of the quilting and
therefore how much time it will take to execute the design.

Notes: ___________________________________________________

Intake Date: __________

Due Date: _____________

BATTING:
______ Supplied by Customer
_____ 80/20 Natural or white ( 32¢/inch)
_____ 100% Cotton – Natural (32¢/inch)
_____ 100% Wool - Natural (40¢/inch )
_____ Puff - high loft Poly – White (40¢/inch)
_____ Poly – mid loft - Black (32¢/inch)
_____ Orient – low loft - bamboo/silk ( 49¢/inch)
* All battings purchased from me are Quilters Dream
battings

Additional Services : (charged by the hour)
______ Prepare Backing

______ Prepare Binding

_______ Sew binding (by machine ) to quilt top only
_______ Sew binding by machine to quilt top and
back (you will see topstitching on the binding on
the quilt top )
______ Hand stitch binding to quilt back
______ Attach a hanging sleeve to quilt back
______ Create and attach a quilt label
_____Trim quilt to be ready for binding ( no charge )
(All trimmings are returned to customer )
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________

Copemish, Michigan

www.QuiltsByHannelore.com

(231)970-1340

Examples of all the different levels of quilting are shown on my website. Click on the “Eye Candy” page.

